Technical Writing Sample
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Extracts of video how-to guides for users of a SharePoint Intranet
These videos were for internal use so I am unable to share complete scripts or recordings.
Here, I provide extracts from two video scripts, with some details removed.
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Concept

Original copy - scripts

Screencasts

Voice

Video how-to guides work wonders when introducing new software and systems. They help
users get started quickly and adopt the new ways of working that go with them. I produced
the scripts, screencasts, and audio recordings for a series of 10 how-to guides in just three
weeks. Themes included adding topics, creating pages, using images, creating variations,
using tabs, and making pages findable.

Extract 1: Making your pages findable
This video introduces four ways you can make your intranet pages findable, or, put another
way, optimize search.
They are, and in order of priority:
•
•
•
•

Adding topics to your pages
Adding hashtags
Using appropriate page titles
Having content that incorporates words that people are likely to search for

Let's look at this page about...
On the right-hand side of the page, we can see...

Moving across to the page title, we can see it’s short and describes what’s on the page. It
uses not only the keywords [point to topic and hashtag], but also words that people are
likely to type in when they search.
The page title is also part of the URL, so it’s another reason to make it short and
descriptive.
Now we’ve analyzed this .... page, let’s test the search. I’ll type in “....”. Click on “....”. There
we have it .... at the top of the search results.

Extract 2: How to use tab layout
Here’s an example of a tab layout [show example]. Tabs are a nice way to break your
content into chunks and save screen space.
Clicking on the tab headers shows the text underneath each one. This video shows you how
to use tabs and includes some design do’s and don’ts along the way.
Scrolling down you see you have the option to create up to three tab sections...
Once you have some information in the .... field, you’re ready to build your tabs.
•

Click in the field .... and enter a short title.

•

Add your content in the .... field underneath.

•

To create a second tab, put a title into the .... field and add your content in the ....
field underneath.

•

If you want a third tab, simply follow the same steps [show again].

When using tabs, you can take advantage of the built-in CMS features by applying different
styles [show examples] and inserting .... [show examples].

